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Preface

This paper contains a summation of all that has been done this past year. It

includes a small experiment perfonned over the summer, as well as two newly proposed

drift tube designs. As is the case with other design-heavypapers, this one will focus on

the factors considered in both design processes, and most of the data represented will be

computer simulations as well as design drawings. My purpose with this paper is to show

what I have learned in this past year, and to show what I propose to do with the rest of

my time at Indiana University.
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I. Introduction

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), although not a relatively recent development, is

a technique finding renewed interest from the proteomics community. Since it's advent

in 1970under the guise Plasma Chromatography,1IMS has been used to analyze volatile

hydrocarbons, separate isomeric compounds, and most recently, to help characterize

complex protein mixtures. The concept behind IMS is a relatively simple one. A drift

tube (normally of a stacked electrode design) is filled to a certain pressure (up to an

atmosphere) with an inert drift gas. A voltage gradient is then applied to the drift tube,

causing the ions to travel the length of the drift tube. As they traverse the drift tube, the

ions separate based on two factors: (1) ions with a greater charge feel the electric gradient

more than ones with less charge, and (2) larger, bulkier ions experience more collisions

with the inert drift gas, slowing them down relative to smaller, more compact ones.

IMS has several advantages that have made it an attractive alternative or

supplement to conventional separation techniques as a proteomics tool. Perhaps the most

striking advantage is the speed of separation. While a typical HPLC experiment can last

up to 30 minutes, an IMS experiment only lasts on the order of milliseconds, plus tens of

microseconds more if coupled to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. This leads to many

more theoretical plates per second for IMS, 2.6 million per second as opposed to tens of

plates per second for HPLC and hundreds of plates per second for GC and capillary

electrophoresis.2 In addition, IMS adds another dimension of separation to an LC-MS

experiment, separation of ions based on their size and charge. This eliminates many

isobaric overlaps from occurring, and allows fragment ions to be mobility labeled to their

precursor (if fragmentation is induced at the end of the drift tube), an advantage over

many scanning techniques. This allows for many more hits in a database search.
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The initial goal of my C500 research was to optimize fragmentation at the front of

a drift tube in the efforts to study the structural differences ofb and y ions formed by the

fragmentation of peptides and proteins. This phenomenon would yield a "fingerprint"

region in a mobility spectrum for every protein and peptide. Therefore, this approach

could be used for rapid sequencing or database identification of proteins separated by

liquid chromatographic means in a proteomics experiment. My research then extended

towards the design of new IMS instrumentation, for improved fragmentation efficiency

and resolution.

Research at Indiana University utilizing ion mobility has contributed myriads of

data regarding the structures of peptides and proteins in the gas phase.3, 4,5,6 Work in this

area shows the structures are organized into several comformer types, including: a-

helices, globules, and those with collision cross-section in between.4 Several factors have

been identified that influence the formation of helices: the predilection of the constituent

amino acids to form helices; the contributions of charged residues to the overall dipole of

the helix; capping interactions at the N- and C-termini; and the interactions of the side

chains of adjacent amino acids in the helical turn.6 Extensive research in the Clemmer

group shows that the i ~ i+4 interaction strongly influences the formation of helices,

including acidic-basic, polar-polar, aromatic-basic, and nonpolar-nonpolar interactions all

being amenable to helix formation.6 At least five amino acids with favorable interactions

are necessary for a turn, with the most noticeable conformation changes occurring around

fifteen residues. Therefore, it would be feasible to separate large fragment ions formed at

the front of a drift tube based on their differing conformations.
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The fonnation of signature ions (alx, b/y, c/z) during the subjection of proteins

and peptides to mass spectrometry is a well-observed phenomenon.7, 8,9 The most

common fragments observed are b and y ions, which involve cleavage of the amide

bond. 1O,II Prior research by the Wysocki group has shown that amino acid composition

greatly influences the presence ofb and y ions in the fragmentation spectrum of a protein

or peptide. II, 12 More specifically, a basic residue (Arg, Lys, His) closer to the N-

tenninus leads to a predominance ofb ions, while tryptic peptides or proteins (those that

have a C-tenninus Arg or Lys) typicallyproduce more y ions. This is believed to be due

to the basic side chain sequestering a proton during the fragmentation process.

Initial examination ofbiomolecular mixtures using IMS-TOF in the Clemmer

group involved the utilization of an ion trap at the front of the drift tube.13Using the ion

trap to accumulate electrosprayed ions for injection into the drift tube, they were able to

identify many of the peptides from the tryptic digest of cytochrome c from data acquired

in under a minute. In addition to accumulation, an ion trap can be utilized for the

fragmentation of proteins before the drift tube, allowing the fragments to be mobility

separated.14 This allows collision cross-sections to be obtained for structural elucidation.

For example, Badman et al utilized fragmentation in an ion trap with SWIFT

excitation at the front end of a drift tube to study the mobility of insulin chain b

fragments.15Fragmentation of the protein yielded much infonnation; however, the signal

obtained was low, due to the lack of focusing of the ion cloud prior to entry of the drift

tube. In addition, the full sequence of fragments was not covered, due to the ejection of

low mlz ions from the trap because of their lack of stability.16,17
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In addition to the loss of low massfragment ions, cm in an ion trap is incapable

of fragmenting ions of high m/Z.18,19,20,21,22The collision energy of an ion is directly

proportional to the square of its charge.2° Therefore, for ions of a given mass,

fragmentation efficiency increases with increasing charge, with singly and doubly

charged ions proving most difficult to fragment. One of the experimental sections in this

paper will focus on utilizing IMS-TOF to probe the structural differences ofb and y ions

formed in an electrodynamic ion funnel at the front of a drift tube. The ion funnel

refocuses ions to a narrow beam, allowing for an enhancement in signal. In addition,

research in the Smith group has shown that a high RF voltage on the funnel leads to cm

of lower m/z ions near the exit orifice.23,24

Several researchers have displayed that fragmentation can be produced at the

interface of a nozzle and skimmer cone of an atmospheric electrospray ionization source

by increasing the voltage difference between the two electrodes.25,26By giving the ions a

larger amount of kinetic energywhile sending them through a pressure drop, it is possible

for the ions to have numerous low-energy collisions, leading to fragmentation.25As

opposed to ion trap cm, this method allows for the transmission and detection of low

m/z fragments, and therefore greater sequence coverage.

The Clemmer group took advantage ofthis phenomenon to induce fragmentation

at the exit of the drift tube, in a differentiallypumped region prior to the time-of-flight

region. 1o,27 The current split-field drift tube geometry used in the Clemmer group utilizes

this concept.lO Ions are mobility separated in the low-field region, then transmitted

through a second region, which is controlled by the difference in the potentials of the

conical lens and the beryllium/copper (BeCu) plate. The resulting field is balloon-
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shaped, and can be set to either transmit or fragment ions. However, collisions in the

high-field region are still not energetic enough to fragment larger, singly and doubly

charged precursor ions.10,18,19,20,21,22In addition, fragments are formed at the rear of the

drift tube, and are therefore not mobility separated from one another.

The second experiment outlined in this paper describes the design of a modified

split-field region, which could be used at either end ofthe drift tube. This would allow

for either mobility selective accumulation of ions, or improved fragmentation efficiency

of proteins and peptides at both ends, introducing the possibility for quick sequencing and

MS" experimentation within a drift tube.

The last experimental section focuses on the development of a curved drift tube

in the efforts to build a high-resolution, low-pressure drift tube (high resolution IMS

instruments are those in which resolution exceeds 100). Resolution in IMS is examined

in a manner very similar to other chromatographic methods. The most common

resolution calculation used is the single peak resolution, or resolving power2:

Rp=~
Wh

(1)

where tdis the drift time ofthe ion, and Wdis the width of the ion pulse measured at half

the maximum. The width at half maximum can be conveniently used without any

coefficient because the peak width in IMS occurs at 6.25% of the maximum, as opposed

to 13.4% in other chromatographic methods. This easily coincides with twice the width

at halfmaximum.28 The width at half maximum is simply the width of the initial pulse of

ions, plus the change in width ofthe ion packet due to diffusion over it's time in the drift

tube, t/, 28,29
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Wh2 =tg2 +(
16kbTln2

)
t 2

Vez d
(2)

where Whis the width of the ion packet after it's drift time td, tg is the width of the gating

pulse, kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, V is the voltage applied to the

drift tube, e is the charge of an electron, and z is the numerical charge of the ion. Siems

et apo applied a modified version of equation (2) with three adjustable parameters to a

series of singly charged ions to find the best fit:

Wh = Y+ f3t 2 +
(

aT

)
2

g V td
(3)

where Wh,tg, T, V, and tdare defined as in equation (2). y represents changes in peak

widths due to collector and amplifier rise times, while f3represents Coloumbic repulsion

during the gating of ions into the drift tube, and a represents inhomogeneities in the

electric field ofthe drift tube, which is a function of the diameter ofthe drift tube.

Examination of equations (2) and (3) show that there are ultimately two variables

that can be changed in order to increase resolution: the drift voltage and temperature.

Although equation (1) suggests that observing ions with longer drift times (or just

lengthening the drift tube) wi11leadto an increased resolution, equations (2) and (3) show

that the peak width increases with the square of the drift time, leading to a decrease in

resolution. This is due to diffusion ofthe ion packet, as explained below.

Voltage is a parameter that requires some thought. Although equations (2) and

(3) suggest that a higher voltage leads to a greater resolution, there are several reasons

voltage cannot be raised without either lengthening the drift tube or increasing the drift

gas pressure. First, increasing the voltage of the drift tube also increases the electric field

strength of the drift tube:
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E=V/L (4)

For all drift gases, there is a maximum electric field that can be reached before electrical

breakdown.31,32Therefore, if one wants to increase the voltage, they also need to

increase the length of the drift tube ifthey wish to maintain a constant E. In addition, the

most common practice is to operate in the low-field regime, in which the ion velocity

remains proportional to the electric field.29,32 This requires the ratio of the electric field,

E, to the number density of the drift gas, N, to remain around 1-2 Td (1 Td = 1 x 10-17

V/cm2),depending on the mlz ofthe ion. If the drift pressure were fixed (say, at one

atmosphere, where N = 2.46 X 1019cm-\ this means E would have to be between 246

and 493 V/cm.32 With pressure fixed, an increase in voltage would mean an increase in

length as well, to maintain EIN. Lastly, a larger voltage without an increased drift tube

length leads to a greater contribution of tg to the peak width, since the tdcontribution is

inversely proportional to voltage (equations (2) and (3)). Consequently, for any given tg,

there's an optimal voltage to maximize resolution:30, 32,33

[ J

I/3

aTL2

Vopt= C 2 V/2 2
2\[ + /3tg J K

(5)

However, for singly charged ions, it is often necessary to work at a voltage above

Vopt in order to have adequate signal. 32 Alternatively, the pressure of the drift tube can

be increased along with the voltage, while keeping the length constant. Several

atmospheric-pressure drift tubes have been constructed, yielding resolutions an order of

magnitude greater than their low-pressure counterparts have.32,34,35,36 For our purposes,

though, the pressure of the drift tube must be relatively low (~3-4 Torr) in order to
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maintain high fragmentation efficiencyat the exit of the drift tube.10Therefore, the other

option is to increase the drift tube length.

Increasing the length of the drift tube in order to increase resolution has one major

setback: diffusion. The effects of diffusion on an IMS experiment can be examined in a

matter very similar to most chromatographicmethods.29 The initial pulse of ions into the

drift tube can be treated as an infinitely narrow pulse (a Dirac function). As the ion

packet travels the length of the drift tube, diffusion causes it to broaden to a finite width

(a Gaussian distribution). If only motion in the x-direction is considered, then the

number of ions through a cross-sectional area of the drift tube at a given time is equal to

the number of ions at the initial pulse minus the number of ions that have spread from the

pulse center due to diffusion. Therefore, the following relation can describe the flux of

ions, J:

J=nKE-Dan
ax (6)

in which n is the number density of ions, and D is the diffusion coefficient. This equation

applies to all situations, but for ease of calculation, equilibrium will be chosen. At

equilibrium, the diffusion of ions exactly balances the flow caused by the electric field.

Therefore, J = 0, and n can be described by the following Boltzmann exponential:

n = noeqExlkT (7)

where q = ze, the charge of the ion. Differentiating equation (7) gives (an/ax):

an qE-=n-
ax kbT

(8)

Substituting equation (8) into equation (6), and setting J = 0 gives the Nemst-Townsend-

Einstein relation for the mobility of an ion in a vanishing electric field:
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K= qD
kbT

(9)

For a fixed mobility and temperature, the diffusion coefficient is approximated for

low-field conditions by rearranging the Nemst-Townsend-Einstein relation:

D = KkbT
e

(10)

For two and three dimensions, the root-mean-square displacement can be approximated

by:37

.j;2 =.J4Dt (2D)

.j;2 = .J6Dt (3D) (11)

where r is the mean displacement of the ion packet, D is the diffusion coefficient, and t is

the drift time. If length is the only variable changed, then elongating the drift tube leads

to an increased drift time, which leads to greater diffusion in all three dimensions.

Therefore, there is a terminal length and time at which the ion packet diffuses to the

radius of the drift tube electrode, leading to signal loss and inhomogeneity in the field due

to charging.

Until recently, the only way around the diffusion limit was to increase the

diameter of the drift tube electrode, although this leads to problems with electric field

homogeneity and detection.32 Currently, efforts are being taken to utilize electrodynamic

ion funnels to refocus an ion beam to a diameter much smaller than that of the drift tube

electrode.23, 38,39 Spacing funnels at the diffusion-limited distance can refocus ions,

allowing for drift tubes much longer than the current designs.
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II. Experimental

Conformational differences of b and v ions
Experimentation was carned out on an ion mobility spectrometry/time-of-flight

(IMS-TOF) mass spectrometer with an ion funnel at the front end of the drift tube as

shown in Figure 1. The electrodynamic ion funnel was used for fragmentation and

focusing of ions into the drift tube.23,24,38 As explained in the Introduction, a high RF

voltage on the funnel leads to crn of lower mIz ions near the exit orifice.23,24 After

fragmentation in the ion funnel, ions were introduced to the drift tube for mobility

separation, followed by orthogonal ejection into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer with

reflectron geometry for mIz analysis.

Fragmentation studies used'ubiquitin (Sigma Aldrich,

MQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLS

DYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGG;8559.6145 Da) at a concentration of 0.01 mglmL in a

solution of 49:49:2 HPLC grade water: HPLC grade acetonitrile: acetic acid. Data were

collected for an hour each with the RF peak-to-peak voltages at values of 15, 50, and 83.3

V, with a DC field gradient of ~14 V/cm. All other conditions were kept constant.

Modelin2 of novel drift tube desi2ns
The first part of this project includes a modified split-field drift tube design that

can be used for mobility-selected trapping of ions for subjection to further mobility

studies or increased fragmentation efficiency. The split-field drift tube design shown in

Figure 2 was taken as a starting point due to its simplicity as well as its ability to refocus

ions in the balloon field. 10,27 The modified design was created by removing the skimmer

cone, and adding a set of oppositely facing conical lenses. Modifications to this
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geometry were studied using SIMION 7.0.40A resolution of 1/32" per grid unit was

used, and the optimal distance between the conical lenses and the beryllium/copper plate

d
.

d
.

I 10
were etermme preVIousy.

The second experiment represents the first step in the efforts towards building a

space-saving, high-resolution, long-length drift tube. All modeling was performed using

SIMION 7.0, at a resolution of 1/32" or 1/16" per grid unit, the latter being used when a

full 1800was modeled. An additional program, which took collisions with the buffer gas

into account, was used in conjunction with all SIMIONcalculations. This program

subtracts a constant value from the velocity of each ion for each time 't, which is defined

by the user. SIMION also accounted for coloumbic repulsion within the ion packet. In

all cases, the ions were flown from right to left (counterclockwise around the turn).

Several factors were considered in the design of the curved drift tube. The key

factor in the determination of the angle chosen for the spacer was its thickness around the

inner part of the turn (the inner distance between adjacent electrodes had to be large

enough to accommodate exterior connections and ensure adequate strength of the delrin

spacer). To maintain the same electrode size as a straight drift tube, the electrode inner

and outer diameter of2.75" and 5.00" were used. In addition, the turn had to be compact,

yet capable of sustaining a drift field sufficient to turn the ion beam. Lastly, to keep

construction at a minimum, the number of electrodes was an integral dividend of 180.

To ensure that field homogeneity did not vary greatly with a change in the angle

between adjacent electrodes, several angles were modeled. An eighty-eight degree turn

taken at four degree increments was modeled at a resolution of 1/32" per grid unit, and a

one hundred and eighty degree turn taken at both eight and ten degree increments were
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modeled at a resolution of 1/16" per grid unit. In each instance, a drift field of

approximately 10V/cm was maintained around the inner diameter of the turn. Ion

trajectories were modeled using both the linear dampening program in conjunction with

SIMION's own Coloumbic repulsion algorithm. Fifty singly charged 1000 Da ions

originated from a point source, located at the midpoint of the drift electrode in each

instance. The effects of changing the mass to charge ratio were also examined, using a

ten-degree spacer. Fifty ions each, of 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 Da, all singly charged,

were flown from a point source.

A final SIMION experiment examined the effect of the ion packet diameter on its

temporal resolution. Packet sizes of 0.005", 0.010", 0.100", 0.200", 0.300", 0.400", and

0.500" were modeled. In each instance, the number of ions flown was equal to the

number of thousandths of inches wide the packet was (i.e., a packet of 0.200" contained

200 ions). To maintain constant space charge effects, the distance between ions was held

constant at one thousandth of an inch. Singly charged ions of both 1000 and 500 Da were

flown in individual trials, to observe if any mass discrimination existed. The temporal

resolution was measured as the difference in time between the slowest and fastest ions.

Calculations for the diffusion of the ion beam as it traversed the drift tube were

performed using a C++ program written in-house, which calculated the diffusion

coefficient using equation (19). The singly charged bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR, 1060 Da)

ion was used as a model. The mobility constant in equation (19) can be determined either

experimentally or from theory. If the ion is assumed spherical, then the mobility can be

approximated by Stokes' Law41:

1

K = 67t17R
(12)
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where R is the radius of the ion, and 17,the gas viscosity, can be calculated from kinetic

theory:

I
17= - nm < v > I

2
(13)

in which n is the number density ofthe gas molecules, m is the molecular mass ofthe gas,

<v>is the mean molecular speed, and I is the mean free path. Solving equations (13),

(12), and (11) will provide a rigorous determination of the theoretical size of an ion

packet after its time through a drift tube.

The size of an ion packet of a given drift time can also be roughly calculated by

dividing the length ofthe drift tube by the resolution of the ion. This can be explained by

re-examining equation (14):

Rp=~
t]/2

where tII2is now used to represent the width of the ion pulse at half maximum. Through

diffusion, this is also equal to the distance traveled by the ion packet (or the length of the

drift tube) divided by the change in its width:

R = td Lp --
t1/2 - M

(14)

Then, to get the full width of the ion packet, one simply needs to multiply by two, since

this represents half the width of the Gaussian distribution.

Since the angle and number of electrodes did not have a significant impact on the

ion trajectories in SIMION, the C++ program was used only for the eight-degree

spacings. As described above, the diffusion of the ion packet was analyzed in three

different ways. The radius of the singly charged bradykinin ion was calculated from the
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known collision cross section for the ion (242 A2),assuming it was spherical. Then, the

viscosity was calculated using equation (22), assuming helium to be the drift gas at a

pressure of 2 torr. Lastly, the mobility was calculated via equation (21). Alternately, the

diffusion coefficient was calculated directly using an experimentally determined mobility

for the ion (0.0606 m2Ns). A larger diffusion coefficient was obtained via the first

method (1.57 x 10-3m2/s),and this value was used for the simulation.

III. Results and Discussion

Fraementation of ions in an ion funnel
For these studies a small protein, ubiquitin, was used to probe the ability of an ion

guide to induce fragmentation. At an RF of 15 V (Figure 3), a precursor ion spectrum is

obtained, with little fragmentation observed, as shown in the mass spectra to the right. At

both 50 V (Figure 4), several b and y "series" are observed, barely above the noise. An

increase to 83 V more fragments are observed in Figure 5. However, the higher RF also

yields more internal (i.e. higher energy) fragments, possibly from secondary

fragmentation. As the mobility spectra in Figures 4 and 5 show, it is difficult to observe

where the b and y ions are in mobility, due to the relative intensities of the most prevalent

ions. Further enhancements, in both fragmentation efficiency and data presentation, will

be performed in the future.

SIMION mappine of newly desiened split-field drift tube
The modified split-field drift tube design can be seen in Figure 6. The skimmer

cone was replaced with a set of oppositely facing conical lenses. The advantage of this

design is that it can produce two focusing balloon fields in either direction. Figure 7
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shows the fields produced with the geometry at the front of the drift tube, while Figure 8

shows the resulting fields for the geometry at the rear of the drift tube. In both cases, the

quality of both ballooning fields is comparable to that in Figure 2. In addition, the

strength of either balloon field can be altered independent ofthe other (not shown). As

opposed to one high field region, two can now be produced, with comparable focusing in

either direction. In addition, although the pressure of the differentially pumped region is

not well defined, the pressure decreases from the first high-field region to the second (see

Figures 6 and 7), allowing for more low-energy collisions. This could possibly lead to

fragmentation of singly and doubly charged ions.

SIMION and advanced computational studies and desi2n of curved drift tube
A diameter of 13.4 inches (as measured from the center ofthe first electrode in

the turn to the center of the last electrode) and an angle of 10 degrees were ultimately

chosen. This resulted in 18 spacers, 0.6691" thick along the inner part of the curve. At a

13.4" diameter, the length of the drift tube (taken as the circumference of the turn at the

midpoint of the electrode) was calculated to be 53.5 centimeters.

The study of the effects of the drift spacer angle on field homogeneity and ion

trajectory an be seen in Figures 9 through 11. The slight ballooning fields shown at the

ends of the drift tubes are artifacts of the geometry file, and do not exist in the real drift

tube. As can be seen, the homogeneity of the field and the ion trajectories were not

altered with the change in angle or number of electrodes. In addition, since the electrodes

were all of the same radius, the drift fields along the inside and outside of the curve were

the same in each case. Therefore, ten-degree spacers were chosen, since they required

the least number of spacers for construction.
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Figure 12 shows the trajectories of ions of several mlz values through the curved

drift tube. The ions changed trajectories slightly going through the turn, with the lightest

ions having the longest trajectory. This arises from the differing field strengths at the

inner part of the turn versus the outer region. Due to the greater spacing between

electrodes along the outer part of the curve, the electric field is weaker than along the

inside of the curve, where the electrodes are closer together. The higher field along the

inside of the curve accelerates ions of lower mlz farther than those with higher mlz.

However, as can be seen in the figure, this effect is minimal for ions introduced at the

center of the drift tube.

Temporal resolution as a function of ion packet width can be seen in Figure 13. It

can be seen that as the ion packet diameter increases, the resolution decreases in a linear

fashion, since (flt) in equation (14) is increases. This is again due to the differing fields

along the inside and outside of the curve. Ions along the inside of the curve experience a

greater drift field than ions along the outside of the curve, and therefore are accelerated

more than their counterparts. Ions oflow mlz are more subject to this phenomenon, due

to their greater velocities, resulting in the steeper slope for mlz 1000 as opposed to mlz

500. Obviously, the wider the ion packet, the greater the difference becomes. Therefore,

it will be desirable to focus the ion beam to the smallest radius possible prior to entry of

the curve, using an ion funnel. The current ion funnel design employs an exit aperture of

0.2", which may need to be redesigned. However, the SIMION simulation did not

provide an exact measure of pressure, only a very rudimentary linear dampening

calculation.
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The result ofthe diffusion simulation is shown in Figure 14. As can be seen,

although the ion cloud diffuses during its flight, its size never comes close to the inner

radius of the drift electrode. Since the SIMION file was plotted at a resolution of 1/16"

per grid unit, the estimated size of the ion packet at the final electrode is 1.6875" (as

opposed to 2.75", the inner diameter of the drift electrode). This figure is slightly larger

than the value obtained using equation (22) for a singly charged bradykinin ion of typical

resolution (~30) traversing a 54 cm drift tube (approximately 1.42"). This discrepancy is

again believed to be due to the differences in field strengths at the inner part of the turn

versus the outer part of the turn.

Design drawings for the two drift tube spacers and electrode as well as

photographs of the finished products can be seen in Figures 15-20. A two spacer system,

in which the top spacer screws onto the bottom one, was chosen, for ease of construction

as well as guaranteed o-ring compression. It can be seen in Figures 15 and 16 that both

spacers have the same bolt-hole pattern, only the recesses to accommodate the bolt heads

are offset by ninety degrees £Tomone spacer to the next. Figure 18 shows how the

spacers connect to assemble the drift tube. The dimensions ofthese pieces are

comparable to those of their straight drift tube counterparts, allowing for easy connection

between tubes.

IV. Future Directions

Regarding £Tagmentationof large peptides and proteins in an ion funnel, several

options are available. Recently, we have discovered that £Tequencyalso influences the

£Tagmentationof ions in a funnel. Optimization of the £Tequency,RF amplitude, and DC
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field will be studied to control fragmentation in an ion funnel. Should this prove

inefficient, alternative methods, induding the modified split-field drift tube, will be

tested. Ultimately, relationships between mobility and structure of large fragment ions

will be investigated.

With respect to the split-field drift tube, this design could be utilized in two

different ways. One use for this geometry could be mobility-selected trapping and

accumulation of an ion packet for selected transmission into further stages of analysis, in

which the fields at the front and back of the drift tube switch as the ion of interest

traverses the length of the accumulation region. This can have numerous uses, in

physical chemistry, proteomics, and chemical arms detection.

Placement of this geometrybetween two drift tubes allows for drift-drift

experimentation as outlined in Figure 21. The front of the first drift tube can be operated

to either transmit precursor ions (A, B, and C) or produce and transmit fragment ions (D,

E, and F). Keeping both the middle and rear at low-field conditions (A) allows low-field

mobility and mlz analysis of precursor ions. Operating the middle region at high-field

conditions while keeping the rear at low field (B) permits low-field mobility analysis of

both precursor and fragment ions, as well as mlz analysis of fragment ions (MS2).

Running both regions at high-field conditions (C) produces low-field mobility analysis of

both the precursor and fragment ions along with mlz analysis of the fragments of the

fragments (MS3). A high field at the front followed by low fields (D) permits low-field

mobility and mlz analysis of fragment (MS2)ions. High fields at the front and middle

regions (E) allow for mobility studies of both MS2and MS3fragment ions, with mlz

analysis of MS3fragments. Operation of the first two regions at high field with the final
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region low allows production, m/z analysis, and drift analysis ofMS3 ions. Three more

possibilities, including MS4,are not shown. Each of these experiments could be

performed on a time-scale amenable to coupling with chromatographic separations,

making myriads of data accessible.

Studies utilizing the 1800curved drift tube are soon to be underway. Once

mobility around the curve is characterized and optimized, it will be possible to construct

a drift tube as shown in Figure 22. Placement of ion funnels before and after the curved

regions allows for radial compression of the ion packet, reducing signal loss and the

problem described in the Experimental section. Elongation of the drift tube will lead to

higher resolutions and better separations.

The advancement of drift tube lengths and ion refocusing elements also makes

possible ajoint effort that has been considered for a while by the Clemmer and Marshall

groups: the coupling ofIon Mobility to Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR MS). FT-ICR MS provides the best resolution and mass

accuracy of any mass spectrometric method. In addition, the capability to store ions

inside the ICR cell while imparting them with energy allows for the ftagmentation of

macromolecular systems typically not ftagmented with other methods42. FT-ICR MS

has been coupled to numerous MSntechniques, including electron capture dissociation

(ECD) and inftared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD)42,43,44, Perhaps the most

attractive feature of this technique is the complementary data provided by the different

ftagmentation schemes; ECD allows for elucidation ofthe precursor ions structure43,

while IRMPD provides more sequence coverage44.
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The concept would be to place a drift tube in front of an ICR cell, allowing for

accumulation and study of a particular confonnation, as shown in Figure 23. This can be

used to select a particular confonnation for ECD analysis, allowing for structure-specific

fragmentation pathway studies. On the other hand, a particular unknown peptide or

protein can be chosen for IRMPD analysis for sequence coverage. Additionally, various

excitation methods could be employed within the ICR cell to eject fragment ions back

into the drift tube, for further cross-sectional analysis (requiring a setup slightly different

from Figure 23). Greater control of ions entering the ICR cell makes a myriad of

experiments feasible.
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Fi2ure 6: Modified Split field drift tube.
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Fii!Ure 18: MasterCam draft displaying connectivity of drift tube spacers.
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Fil!ure 19: Photographs of curved drift tube spacers.
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Fh!ure 20: Photograph of assembled curved drift tube.
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